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Today we are exploring…
how developmentally appropriate, hands-on language games and activities can
support K-3 students’ phonological awareness and expanding word knowledge:

• how to design word work instruction, routines, and activities to create
“hands-on, minds-on” experiences for students, to enable effective
reading and writing
Through…

a bit of theory - the WHY
time for practice: modelling & demonstrations - the HOW
opportunities to engage, reflect, chat & share - the YOU
This workshop was planned in consultation with
SD73’s Marianne Vande Pol & Trish Smillie

Comprehensive Literacy Framework
Word Work

Early Literacy Concepts
Phonological Awareness
Letter Knowledge & Sounds
Word Solving & Structure
Spelling Patterns
High-Frequency Words
Word Meaning & Vocabulary

Reading

Writing

Active Read Aloud

Modelled Writing

Shared Reading

Shared/Interactive Writing

Guided/Small-Group Reading

Guided/Small-Group Writing

Independent Reading

Independent Writing

Oral Language

Adapted From - Guided Reading Basics - Jamison Rog & The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell

The Developmental Stages of Reading
Early
• pretend, imitate & practice reading behaviours
• become familiar with words, letters & rhymes
• begin to understand concepts of print
Emergent
• know that print represents sounds & words
• know how sounds translate into letters & letter clusters
• understand most concepts of print
• know how to break words into letters &/or sounds
• develop decoding & problem solving skills
• acquire a collection of high frequency words
• rely on pictures, initial consonants and other cues
Fluent
• stronger decoding skills
• identify words with greater skill & ease
• apply more complex comprehension strategies
• cueing systems to support comprehension
• have a bigger bank of sight words
Adapted from - A Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading - K-3 - Ontario Education

Why is

Word
Study
WHY?
important?

HOW
WHAT

The Golden Circle of Why

“The goal of word work is to help children become
active word solvers who can recognize words, take
them apart or put them together, know what they
mean and connect them to other words."

From - Comprehensive Literacy Resource - Trehearne

Phonological Awareness

phonemic
awareness

sentence
awareness
word
awareness

syllable
awareness
onset & rime

rhyme
awareness

sound level of
words

Emergence of Phonological Awareness
general order for emergence of phonological awareness:

word awareness
✦ rhyming & alliteration
✦ segmenting sentences into words
✦ segmenting words into syllables
✦ segmenting words into phonemes
✦

Adapted from - Building Speech and Language Capacity - CCSD & The Development of Phonological Skills - Reading Rockets

Defining Phonemic Awareness
Phonemic Awareness
The understanding that spoken words are made up of individual sounds

called PHONEMES

Students who are phonemically aware are able to…
1. isolate
2. manipulate
3. blend & segment

Heggerty Phonemic Awareness Curriculum

PHONEMES

into spoken and

(SOUNDS)

written words

Phonemic Awareness & Phonics

These work in concert to explicitly and systematically support our
students as they navigate the unpredictable, complex alphabetic
structure of language & print.
Phonemic Awareness

Phonics

•

main focus is on sounds

•

main focus is on letters and their sounds

•

deals with spoken language

•

deals with written language and print

•

lessons are auditory

•

lessons are both visual and auditory

•

students work with

•

manipulating sounds in words

students work with reading and writing letters
according to their sounds, spelling patterns, and phonological structure

Phonemic awareness activities and systematic phonics instruction are aligned

Heggerty Phonemic Awareness Curriculum

Eight Phonemic Awareness Skills
Taught in the order of easiest to most difficult:
1. rhyming
2. onset fluency
3. blending
4. isolating final or middle phonemes
5. segmenting
6. adding phonemes
7. deleting phonemes
8. substituting phonemes

Two Early Literacy Skills
1. letter naming
2. language awareness

Heggerty Phonemic Awareness Curriculum

How will we explore
how words work
with our kids?
WHY
How are we going teach &
support essential Word
Work skills & strategies?

HOW?
WHAT

The Golden Circle of Why

Effective Routines for Developing Word Solvers
Students should have daily experiences with:
‣

scaffolded reading and writing activities

‣

alphabet games, stories, poems and songs

‣

predictable charts

‣

sound activities - sorting, blending, substituting, matching

‣

letter and word sorts

‣

making words activities

‣

word and sentence segmenting activities

‣

syllable sorting and segmenting activities

‣

word wall activities

‣

word guessing games

Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Kindergarten; Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne

Share how you use one of these routines
with your students:
‣

scaffolded reading and writing activities

‣

alphabet games, stories, poems and songs

‣

predictable charts

‣

sound activities - sorting, blending, substituting, matching

‣

letter and word sorts

‣

making words activities

‣

word and sentence segmenting activities

‣

syllable sorting and segmenting activities

‣

word wall activities

‣

word guessing games

**Write your ROUTINE in the chat box
but DON’T press enter
until we say the word ‘WATERFALL’.

Word Work Must Be Transferred
The goal of word work instruction
is to support kids’ progress as
readers and writers.
‣instruction

in Word Work matters because it enables reading & writing

‣the

pace & content of your Word Work needs to align with the work
the kids are doing as readers & writers

‣the

sequence of your high-frequency words/word wall words should
align with reading & writing instruction

‣your

activities should connect…

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

Word Study Teaching

IN

OUT OF text

text

Word Study

Reading

Active Read Aloud
Reading Mini-Lessons
Shared Reading
Guided/Small-Group Reading
Writing

Modelled Writing
Writing Mini-Lessons
Shared/Interactive Writing
Guided/Small-Group Writing

Early Literacy Concepts
Phonological Awareness
Letter Knowledge
Letter-Sound Relationships
Spelling Patterns
High-Frequency Words
Word Meaning/Vocabulary
Word Structure
Word Solving Actions

Oral Language
Adapted from - The Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System - Fountas & Pinnell

What are we
going to teach
& support?
1. daily direct instruction
WHY

2. mentor text connected to skill
HOW
3. reading and/or writing connection to skill
4. literacy station to practice skill

WHAT?

The Golden Circle of Why

Rhyme Recognition
One minute direct instruction lesson
Role of the Educator

‣ educator says the word pairs
Role of the Students

‣ Students repeat the word pairs and show

thumbs up if the words rhyme, thumbs down
if the words don’t rhyme.

From - Phonemic Awareness: The skills that they need to help them succeed! - Heggerty

Example:
go/no
yes/me
sad/mad
out/pig
run/fun
in/lap
rip/bag

Scaffolded Supports for Working with Word Families

POPEY’s Home Learning Resources

Interactive Read-Aloud
‣ Think about 1-2 word families you
might expect to see in this book
for example: -et
pet, get, let, bet, set
‣ Type your predictions into the chat box
before I start reading the book to you
‣ Listen along as I read, and see if you hear your words
‣ If/when I say your words, use the REACTIONS button
in the Zoom toolbar to give me a thumbs up !

The Power of Word Families
Teaching word families is high impact instruction

There are 37 word families that can help kids spell about 500 words
The word families help kids make C-V-C words and also teach children a
foundational spelling strategy
One known word can help you spell other unknown words - fit, kit, split
Once writers understand a word family, sometimes they can then begin to
recognize that short vowel sound in other words, too.

From - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Literacy Station
Connection

Rhyming
I Spy

•Work with a partner
•Take turns producing rhymes
•Each child will have the chance to look around the room to
find an object, produce a rhyming word for that object, then
say, “I spy with my little eye something that rhymes with …”

★ideas for differentiation:
Have a bag of objects (or photos of objects) that are easy to produce rhymes

Onset Fluency
One minute direct instruction lesson
Role of the Educator

‣ educator says a word
Role of the Students

‣ Students repeat the word and isolate the onset
(first sound)

From - Phonemic Awareness: The skills that they need to help them succeed! - Heggerty

Example:
baker /b/
happy /h/
puppy /p/
dinner /d/
gentle /j/

Sorting Your Name/Name Study
Our name is the first word we loved.
We can study our names as an entry point for
learning letters and writing other things.
✓

Write down your name on some paper

Rebecca

✓ See how many words you can make out of the letters in your
name in 20 seconds. You could also sort them like this:
‣ high frequency words - are, be
‣ cvc words - car, bar
‣ cvce words - care, bare
‣ blends or digraphs - barb
‣ vowel teams/pairs - beer
‣ homophones - bare, bear

Type your name & the number of
words you found into the Chat Box:

Literacy Station
Connection

Name
Cards

•Sort though the classroom students’ name cards
•Read as many as you can
•Choose a few to write down on a piece of paper

Abby
★ideas for differentiation:
Students can write a letter to a student practicing writing their name

Blending and Segmenting Phonemes
One minute direct instruction lesson
Blending:

Role of the Educator

‣ educator says the phonemes for each word
Role of the Students

‣ students blend the sounds to say the whole word
Segmenting:

Role of the Educator

‣ educator says a word
Role of the Students

‣ students repeat the word and segment it
into phonemes

From - Phonemic Awareness: The skills that they need to help them succeed! - Heggerty

Example:
b-l-a-k
f-l-a-g
s-l-i-p
g-l-a-s
Example:
flip
glide
play
sleep

Using Elkonin boxes during Writing
✓ Why use Elkonin boxes?

it helps build students’ phonemic awareness
‣ it helps connect letters to sounds
‣ it helps students hear and record all sounds in a word
‣ it helps solidify left to right directionality
‣

✓ Once students are proficient with phonemic awareness:

You can transition to teaching letter boxes (this helps with spelling)
‣ Students gain independence with this problem-solving strategy
‣

f ar m er
Adapted from - When Readers Struggle: Teaching that Works - Fountas and Pinnell

The process of Using Elkonin boxes during Writing
✓ Give the student a ‘practice page’ or white board
‣

When the student is writing and they come to a word they
need to problem solve, model the use of Elkonin boxes on the
practice page

✓ Model the task for the student
‣

Say the word slowly and touch the boxes (or push objects into
the boxes) as you say the word

✓ Have the student try it themselves
‣

You may do the task together until the student can take over

Adapted from - Literacy Lessons - Part Two - Clay

Literacy Station
Connection

Sound
Boxes

•Pick a photo of an object
•Say the word out loud
•Move objects (rocks, unifix cubes, etc.) into elkonin (sound)
boxes as you say each sound
•Choose another photo and repeat

P
★ideas for differentiation:
Students can write the words on a piece of paper

a

P er

Substituting Phonemes
One minute direct instruction lesson
Role of the Educator

‣ Educator says the word (example: head)
‣ Educator says, “Change /h/ to /sl/ and the word is?
Role of the Students

‣ Students answer “sled”

From - Phonemic Awareness: The skills that they need to help them succeed! - Heggerty

Example:
low/slow
slow/show
show/glow
glow/blow
blow/flow

Vowel Charts
Can help with the middles of words:
‣At

first, most of the sounds children hear are consonants.

‣Tell

them that every word has at least one vowel.

‣When

the middle of a word is hard, it is often because

vowels are tricky.
‣Even

if their vowel guess is incorrect, it makes the word they

are writing more readable.
‣Show

students how to use the vowel chart to help decide

which vowel to use.

a-e-i-o-u
From - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Vowel Charts

POPEY Vowel Charts

images from edu-clips.com

Word Ladders

make
bake
bike
like
line
link
sink
sing
ring

cat
car

run

Literacy Station
Connection

Word
Ladders

•Write a word at the top of your word ladder
•Say the word out loud
•Come up with a new word by changing only one letter
•Keep making new words by only changing one letter at a time

★ideas for differentiation:
Students can work in pairs and challenge each other with clues for new words

Guess the
Covered
Word

Breakout Rooms

With your group, choose a 3 or 4 letter word – for example: make.
See if you can change just ONE letter to create a new word – for example:
you can replace the m with a b to create bake.
Change one letter again, and see what you get.
Keep going, and see if you can make a word ladder of 8+ words.

*5 minutes

Language Awareness - Letter Naming/Sight Words
One minute direct instruction lesson
Role of the Educator

‣ Educator holds up flashcards one at a time
‣ “Letter is ______, sound is _____”
‣ Cards are selected based on student need
Role of the Students

‣ Students say the letter name and sound

From - Phonemic Awareness: The skills that they need to help them succeed! - Heggerty

Example:
T
M
C

Literacy Station
Connection

Word
Sorting

•Pick up the stack of word cards (same as word wall)
•Decide how you would like to sort the words (number of sounds,
same beginning sound, number of letters, etc.
•Try different ways to sort the words

ball
and

day

can
she

★ideas for differentiation:
Students can work in pairs and challenge each other to figure out how the words were sorted

Sample K-3 Word Wall Word List
for Word Wall I Spy

and

animal

because

another

ball

big

crash

community

can

friend

eating

discover

day

have

make

everybody

fun

look

outside

first

like

night

really

question

play

said

school

recycle

see

talk

sometimes

terrible

the

thing

truck

usually

up

your

writing

weather

Take a
picture

Breakout Rooms
In your small groups, you’re going to play “Word Wall I Spy”
Go in alphabetical order by name, to see who goes first, second…
Choose a word from the Word Wall Word List & give 1-2 hint(s) to start with
Hints should be about the sounds in or features of the word:
‣ the word has a long ‘o’ sound
‣ the word has 3 letters
‣ the word starts with ‘b’
‣ the word has 2 syllables
‣ it’s a compound word

Give hints until your group guesses correctly
The next person now picks a new word & gives hints while others guess
Keep taking turns
*6 minutes

Effective Routines for Developing Word Solvers
In this workshop, we all got experience with:
‣

scaffolded reading and writing activities

‣

alphabet games, stories, poems and songs

‣

predictable charts

‣

sound activities - sorting, blending, substituting, matching

‣

letter and word sorts

‣

making words activities

‣

word segmenting activities

‣

sound sorting and segmenting activities

‣

word wall activities

‣

word guessing games

Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Kindergarten; Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne

English is more regular than its reputation…
The truth is that 84% - 87% of English words follow
common and consistent sound-spelling patterns.
If we teach students these regularities, they will have
access to the majority of words they will encounter
in printed English.
“If you had an 87% chance of winning the lottery,
would you buy a ticket?”

A Fresh Look at Phonics K-2 — Blevins

1.

2.

Rhyme Repetition
T says word pair,
Students repeat:
hop/mop ran/fan
wet/jet mad/dad

4. Isolating Final Sounds

5.

3.

Onset Fluency

Blending Words

T says word, Students
say word, then isolate
the onset

T says two words. Ss
say them, then say
the compound word

T: funny S: funny /f/

T: out side
S: out side Outside

Segmenting Words

6.

Adding Words

T says the word.
Ss repeat it and
isolate the final
sound

T says compound word.
Ss repeat and segment it

T says the word.
Ss repeat. T says
‘add * and the word is…'

T: job S: job /b/

T: inside S: inside in side

T: snow S: snow
T: add ball S: snowball

7.

Deleting Words
T says the word.
Ss repeat. T says
‘without * the word is…”

Heggerty Phonemic
Awareness Curriculum

T: headache S: headache
T: without ‘head’ the word
is… S: ache

8.

Substituting Words
T says the word. Ss repeat.
T says change * to *
and the word is…”

T: anyone S: anyone
T: change ‘one’ to ‘thing’
and the word is…
S: anything

POPEY

Resources to Support Word Work

Demonstration Videos on POPEY’s YouTube Channel
Word Ladders
Guess the Covered Word — for Developing Readers
Guess the Covered Word — for Beginning Readers
All About Word Families
If You Know…It Helps You Know…
Making Words - for Beginning Readers
Making Words - for Developing Readers

Charts & Printables for Students to Use:
POPEY’s Home Learning Resources Page

Books

Sources

unless otherwise noted, images from:
Educlips
Presenter Media
Storyblocks

A Fresh Look at Phonics K-2 — Blevins
Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project
Units of Study in Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project
Building Speech and Language Capacity - CCSD
Literacy Lessons - Part Two - Clay
The Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System - Fountas & Pinnell
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell
When Readers Struggle: Teaching that Works - Fountas and Pinnell
Heggerty Phonemic Awareness Curriculum
Guided Reading Basics - Jamison Rog
Comprehensive Literacy Resource - Trehearne

Videos

more videos are available on POPEY’s YouTube channel

Balanced Literacy Diet - Word Wall I Spy

Info Links

YouTube video: Elkonin Boxes
Disney Pixar’s Piper

Tim Rasinski’s Word Ladders
The Development of Phonological Skills - Reading Rockets
A Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading - K-3 - Ontario Education

POPEY

Lisa Thomas

Provincial Outreach Program
for the Early Years

lisa@popey.ca

www.popey.ca

Jen Kelly
jen@popey.ca

*you can access the eHandout for today’s session on our website:

www.popey.ca

@POPEYBC

POPEY on YouTube

popeybc

Storybooks to Build Word Awareness
Where's My Teddy? - by Jez Alborough
It's the Bear - by Jez Alborough
Lilly's Purple, Plastic Purse - by Kevin Henkes
Click, Clack, Moo: Cows That Type - by Doreen Cronin
Tough Boris - by Mem Fox
Dog Breath - by Dav Pilkey
The Giving Tree - by Shel Silverstein

Storybooks to Build Syllable Awareness
Sheep in a Jeep - by Nancy Shaw
Sheep on a Ship - by Nancy Shaw
Hurry, Hurry, Mary Dear - by N.M. Bodecker
One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish - by Dr. Seuss
Summer - by Alice Low
A Fly Went By - by Mike McClintock
Elinor and Violet - the Story of Two Naughty Chickens - by Patti Beling
Murphy
Silly Sally - by Audrey Wood
The Mixed-Up Chameleon - by Eric Care
Officer Buckle and Gloria - by Peggy Rathman

Storybooks to Support Rhyme Awareness
Garbage Delight Poems - by Dennis Lee
Alligator Pie Poems - by Dennis Lee
Mrs. McNosh Hangs Up Her Wash - by Sarah Weekes
Just Around the Corner - Poems About the Seasons - by Leland B. Jacobs
Boodle Dandies: Poems That Take Shape - by Patrick Lewis
Chicken Soup with Rice - A Book of Months - by Maurice Sendak
Anna Banana - 101 Jump Rope Rhymes - by Joanna Cole
Across the Stream - by Mirra Ginsburg
Animal Homes - by Brian Wildsmith
At the Crack of the Bat - Lillian Morrison
Bears - by Ruth Krauss
Bears in Pairs - by Niki Yektai
Carrot/Parrot by Jerome Martin
Drummer Hoff - by Barbara Emberley
Each Peach Pear Plum - by Janet & Allan Ahlberg
Father Fox's Pennyrhymes - by Clyde Watson
The Foot Book - by Dr. Seuss

continued…

Storybooks to Support Rhyme Awareness

…continued

Goodnight Moon - by Margaret Wise Brown
Have You Seen Birds? - by Joanne Oppenheim
Hide and Snake - by Keith Baker
Hop on Pop - by Dr. Seuss
Horton Hears a Who! - by Dr. Seuss
A House is a House for Me - by Mary Ann Hoberman
Hunches in Bunches - by Dr. Seuss
The Hungry Thing - by Jan Slepian and Ann Seidler
I Can Read with my Eyes Shut - by Dr. Seuss
I Was Walking Down the Road - by Sarah Barchas
I Wish That I Had Duck Feet - by Theo LeSieg
In the Tall, Tall Grass - by Denise Fleming
Is Your Mama a Llama? - by Deborah Guarino
Jamberry - by Bruce Degen
Jessie Bear, What Will You Wear? - by Nancy Carlstrom

continued…

Storybooks to Support Rhyme Awareness
The Lady with the Alligator Purse - by Nadine Westcott
More Spaghetti, I Say! - by Rita Gelman
A Mouse in My Roof - by Richard Edwards
On Beyond Zebra! - by Dr. Seuss
One Sun - by Bruce McMillan
Pickles have Pimples and Other Silly Statements - by Judi Barrett
Possum Came-a-Knockin' - by Nancy Van Lann
Red Dragonfly on my Shoulder - by Sylvia Cassedy
The Shape of Me and Other Stuff - by Dr. Seuss
Sheep in a Jeep - by Nancy Shaw
Sheep, Sheep Sheep, Help me Fall Asleep - by Arlene Alda
Silly Sally - by Audrey Wood
Strawberry Drums - by Adrian Mitchell
Street Rhymes Around the World - by Jane Yolen
There's a Wocket in My Pocket - by Dr. Seuss
Tickle-Toe Rhymes - by Joan Knight
To the Moon and Back - by Nancy Larrick
The Wind Blew - by Pat Hutchins

…continued

Storybooks to Support Phonemic Awareness
Animalia - by Graeme Base
Chicka, Chicka, Boom, Boom - by Bill Martin
Chicken Soup with Rice - A Book of Months - by Maurice Sendak
Chimps Don't Wear Glasses - by Laura Numeroff
The Adventures of Taxi Dog - by Debra Barracca and Sal Barracca
Click, Clack, Moo: Cows That Type - by Doreen Cronin
The Cat in the Hat - by Dr. Seuess
The Cat in the Hat Comes Back - by Dr. Seuss
A My Name is Alice - by Jane Bayer
ABC of Monsters - by Deborah Niland
Alfred's Alphabet Walk - by Victoria Chess
Alligators All Around - by Maurice Sendak
Alpha Beta Chowder - by Jeanne and Williamm Steig
Animalia - by Graema Base
Aster Aardvark's Alphabet Adventures - by Steven Kellogg
Faint Frogs Feeling Feverish - by Lillian Obligado
Have You Ever Seen...? - by Beau Gardner
Six Sick Sheep: 101 Tongue Twisters - by Joanna Cole

